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28 February 2020

TheBarossa Council

Mr Michael Lennon
Chair
State Planning Commission
GPO Box 1815
ADELAIDE SA 5001
By email: DPTI.PlanningReformSubmissions@sa.gov.au

Dear Mr Lennon,
PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE - PHASE 3 CODE AMENDMENT - THE BAROSSA COUNCIL
SUBMISSION

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the Phase 3 Code Amendment.
Council considered this matter at a Special Council Meeting on 18 February 2020 and
resolved:
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That Council:

C

( 1)

Notes the report and endorses the key messages to be included in its
submission on the Phase 3 Code Amendment;
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(2)

Authorises the Chief Executive Officer to finalise the submission and for this
to be submitted to the State Planning Commission by 28 February 2020;
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(3)

Commits to ongoing collaboration with the State Planning Commission,
through the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure to
formulate policies which recognise and protect the unique character of the
Barossa whilst also allowing ongoing sustainable development;

(4)

Requests that Commission re-engages with Councils and the c ommunity
prior to final approval of the Code Amendment; and

(5)

Seeks a deputation with the Minister for Planning and State Planning
Commission to discuss Council's key concerns with the Code Amendment.
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A detailed submission is attached. We look forward to ongoing collaboration with the
Commission and departmental staff to discuss the concerns raised and our suggested
responses. We will se parately approach the Commission and Minister regarding the
deputation sought by Council.
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Regarding the submission content, please contact Louis Monteduro, Manager
Development Services or Pau Mickan, Principal Planner in the first instance.
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Mortin McCarthy
Chief Executive Officer

43-51 Tanunda Road (PO Box 867)
Email: barossa@barossa .sa.qov.au

Nuriootpa SA 5355

I

Phone (08) 8563 8444

www.barossa .sa.qov.au

I

ABN: 47 749 871 2 15

THE BAROSSA COUNCIL SUBMISSION ON THE PHASE 3 CODE AMENDMENT TO THE
PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE
1. INTRODUCTION
The Barossa region is given special recognition in the planning system through the Character
Preservation (Barossa Valley) Act 2012; a subsequent Addendum to two volumes of the South
Australian Planning Strategy: The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide and Murray and Mallee Region
Plan"; and more recently through the State Planning Policy 21 Character Preservation (Barossa
Valley) Act 2012. The underlying intent of each of these tools is that the special character of the
district is recognised, protected and enhanced while providing for the economic, physical and
social wellbeing of the communities within the district.
The Commission therefore has an obligation to ensure the Code specifically recognises, protects
and enhances the district’s legislated special character. Accordingly, the Code Amendment has
been analysed in this context.
2. KEY MESSAGES
1. The Code structure is logical and the ‘one-stop’ location of administrative definitions, land use
definitions, and agency referral triggers will assist with development application administration
and assessment. Inclusion of a number of contemporary land use definitions and the
‘includes/excludes’ approach will assist with assigning the right assessment pathway; however
the Code would benefit from additional definitions and more additions to the 'include' and
'exclude' columns to avoid doubt over future change of use within a use class.
2. Widespread concern exists regarding the complex consultation process and the numerous errors
and missing information in documents. The Commission is urged to use the extended
implementation period to re-engage with Councils, practitioners and the community following its
review of submissions. Engaging in this manner would help restore public confidence in the
process and ensure the Code and other associated tools such as the e-planning solution are fit
for purpose.
3. The Commission has an obligation to transition all local policy which has created the special
character which the character protection legislation and State Planning Policy seek to protect.
4. Regrettably, the Code is not a like-for-like transition and significant policy shift will occur with the
majority of existing local policy not carried forward. These local policies are largely contained in
desired character statements, policy areas, precincts and concept plans, were prepared by,
and in consultation with, local communities and have helped shape the unique places we have,
in some cases across multiple generations. Loss of local policy will be irretrievable and potential
impacts on our special character will be permanent.
5. The adopted Code process also represents a missed opportunity for change. The Barossa
Council was open to change and had been instructed to use the Code transition process to
implement significant policy changes arising from previous strategic planning projects but was
not given the opportunity to follow this path.
6. A number of proposed zones will facilitate retailing activity where it is currently not envisaged, at
a scale which will impact on existing town centres, and which has potential to see land set aside
for industry used instead for retailing.
7. Long standing policies for dwellings in rural areas have been poorly transitioned. This aspect also
represents a missed opportunity for Council to implement previously identified minor policy
amendments to address concerns with existing policies; however Council acknowledges the
time that has elapsed since the last policy review and will re-engage with its rural communities
regarding this important issue. In the meantime it believes the assessment pathway that best

matches the current process is for dwellings on undersized allotments to be Restricted
Development in the respective zones and precincts with the exception of dwellings on specified
smaller allotments.
8. The proposal to include parts only of the Barossa in a Peri-Urban Zone or similar is not supported,
with the need for a separate zone questioned. Application of the proposed zone to only part of
the Barossa Valley character preservation district but not to no part of the McLaren Vale
character preservation district is inconsistent and illogical. Land use should be addressed
through the Rural Zone, water quality aspects be addressed through the relevant catchment
Overlays and character preservation aspects addressed through the Character Preservation
District Overlay.
9. Significant policy shifts that facilitate reduced lot sizes and frontages in several townships will
result in metropolitan-scale development that is out of character with the established Barossa
village and township scale and which will undermine the intent of the character preservation
legislation. Council acknowledges that potential may exist for higher density and infill
development within the larger townships however believes such change should only take place
in consultation with each local community, not through standardised metro-focussed policies
applied to regional townships.
10. The Code adopts a metro-focussed naming convention. Application of a ‘Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone’ to townships is confusing in that they are not suburbs of metropolitan
Adelaide. A return to former naming conventions or a review of the new names is
recommended.
11. Very few developments are listed as "Restricted Development" in each zones which potentially
could lead to inappropriate development. Existing Development Plan zones list various land uses
that are clearly inappropriate in the relevant zone and which need to follow a more rigorous
assessment and procedural process. Adopting a completely alternative approach where these
uses are Performance Assessed Development is considered risky.
12. The proposed mix of assessment pathways, overlays, and public notification policies is
anticipated to see a less streamlined system with longer processing times, more applications
requiring full planning assessment, more applications requiring public notification, and more
applications being determined by assessment panels. This outcome is at odds with the intent of
a simplified planning system.
3. DETAILED COMMENTS
3.1 Consultation concerns
It is evident from submissions made on the Phase 2 Code Amendment, from comments heard at
information sessions run by the Commission, and from other forums that there is widespread concern
about the consultation process itself. These concerns include questioning whether the Commission's
consultation approach has been in accordance with its own Community Engagement Charter in
terms of not being genuine, inclusive and respectful, fit for purpose, or informed and transparent.
The Commission should therefore be well aware of these concerns and Council will not dwell on this
aspect. However with the news that finalisation of the Code is to be delayed, Council urges the
Commission to use the extended period to re-engage with Councils, practitioners and the
community following its review of submissions. Engaging in this manner would help restore public
confidence in the process and ensure the Code and other associated tools such as the e-planning
solution are fit for purpose.
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3.2 Policy shifts will occur
The Commission and Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) staff continue to
advise that the Code largely comprises a “straight transition” from existing South Australian Planning
Policy Library (SAPPL) and Development Plan policies, indicating there is no major policy shift.
A like-for-like transition has never been possible primarily due to new assessment pathways and the
current structure of some existing zones – e.g. zones where all forms of development are noncomplying where most forms of development will 'drop' to Performance Assessed Development
status. Council is by no means suggesting this is inappropriate, rather it simply wants to highlight that
in a large number of cases there are significant 'procedural-type' policy shifts and that the
Commission needs to acknowledge this.
While these types of policy shift are likely to be received positively by affected land owners, the
broader community, including resident or special interest groups are likely to interpret things
differently and given the magnitude of documentation these stakeholders are unlikely to be aware
of these changes, and on receiving the 'like-for-like' message from the Commission, are likely to have
not actually looked into the changes which could affect them.
A concerning reality is that the majority of existing local policy has not
-been carried forward and
new policy has been introduced. While technically many zone policies might have been
transitioned across, the new zones and spatial application of these zones results in significant policy
shifts. An example is the "Employment Zone" which is a completely new zone with no corresponding
zone in SAPPL. Effectively it applies to any land currently zoned "Industry" but the policy content is
significantly different, for example in existing industry zones shops are not envisaged and standard
policy is that shops greater than 80 m2 are non-complying; whereas in the Employment Zone bulky
goods outlets of any size and shops up to 500 m2 appear to be supported. These are significant shifts
which could impact on existing town/activity centres. Another example is the application of generic
building height policies for our townships which facilitate two storey development contrary to current
policy which seeks single storey.
DPTI staff acknowledge that the draft Code contains mapping and text errors – e.g. dual
application of both the Historic Area Overlay and Character Area Overlay to parts of Tanunda, and
Technical and Numeric Variations (such as lot sizes) that are inconsistent with existing Development
Plan policy. While the recent Update Report confirms some of these errors and indicates how the
Commission will address them, unfortunately the report does not address many of the significant
policy changes and therefore in the meantime Council is no better informed as to whether those
changes that cause concern or confusion are errors or deliberate or consequential policy shifts
arising from the simplification and rationalisation of zones.
Further evidence that the Code Amendment is not a straight transition are the numerous examples
in The Barossa Council where properties and areas have been completely rezoned. These cases will
be addressed in detail separately but they include the rezoning of site of a proposed highway
service centre from a primary production zone to Employment Zone and the introduction of a
completely new Peri-Urban Zone for parts of the council area.
3.3 Missed opportunity for change
The Commission should not have been adverse to any policy change. Arguably if the Code was
strictly a like-for-like transition with no change, then we could find at the end of the process that
apart from new assessment pathways, new relevant authorities, new and longer time frames etc, the
planning reforms had delivered no actual policy reform.
The Barossa Council was open to change and in fact had been instructed by DPTI to use the Code
transition process to implement significant policy changes arising from two major strategic planning
projects in lieu of Development Plan Amendments – the Rural Areas and Character Review and
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Kalbeeba Infill Study. In both cases Council had initiated a Development Plan Amendment but
were discouraged to continue with those processes and to instead use the Code transition process
to propose changes. While some of our initiatives will be delivered through new assessment
pathways in the rural zones, Council was not given the opportunity to consider other changes
leaving Council to wonder whether it should have pursued with the original DPAs, which may have
been completed and consolidated into the Development Plan two years ago.
Much is made of the reduction in the number of zones, reduction in combined pages etc, but those
scrapped zones and pages represent real local policies prepared by, and in consultation with, the
local communities, and which have operated to shape the unique places we have, in many cases
across multiple generations. The PDI Act provides scope for sub-zones but the Code Amendment
only applies these in a few instances.
3.4 Weakened policies for dwellings in rural areas
The Barossa Council Development Plan currently contains policies designed to restrict construction
of dwellings on existing allotments in our primary production zones. The policies were introduced in
the mid-1990s and generally only allow the construction of one dwelling per rural allotment, but
significantly in several areas require the allotment to be of a minimum size in order for a dwelling to
be an on-merit form of development as opposed to non-complying.
Current policies vary across the council area, with different minimum allotments sizes applying in
different areas, and in some areas, no non-complying minimum lot size is listed – e.g. in the Primary
Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone it is 25 ha, in the Barossa Range Precinct in the Primary
Production Zone it is 60 ha; in the Rural Landscape Protection Zone it is 100 ha – whereas in the
Watershed Protection (Mount Lofty Ranges) Zone there is no minimum specified where a dwelling on
an allotment of any size is assessed on its merits (subject to meeting other requirements such as
wastewater disposal).
Council reviewed these policies in detail in 2014 through the Rural Areas and Character Review with
the study recommending some minor tweaking to recognise that a number of very small allotments
exist in the affected areas which are too small for primary production but which might be able to
accommodate a dwelling.
A significant concern is that the Code Amendment as exhibited does not transition across the
various minimum lot sizes for dwellings which means that approx. 1,000 rural allotments would
consequently be ‘opened up’ for a dwelling – in other words, a dwelling on those 1,000 or so
allotments is currently non-complying but under the exhibited Code it would be Performance
Assessed Development with no indication whatsoever of a desired allotment size.
Council was therefore relieved to read in the Commission's Update Report that these lot size policies
were omitted in error and that the Commission will introduce a new “Minimum Dwelling Lot Size”
Technical and Numeric Overlay to reflecting the various provisions that currently exist. This leaves the
question as to what assessment pathway should apply to dwellings on ‘undersized’ allotments – i.e.
whether it would be Performance Assessed Development or Restricted Development, presumably
with the intended “Minimum Dwelling Lot Size” TNV called up in either Table 3 or Table 4 in relevant
zones.
Council believes that the assessment pathway that best matches the current process is for dwellings
on undersized allotments to be Restricted Development in the respective zones and precincts with
the exception of dwellings on smaller allotments as recommended by the review - i.e. lots that are
between 0.4 ha and 10% of the specified minimum.
Council does not take this position lightly given Council's very limited role in this assessment process
but would be concerned about the potential influx of applications if future proposals followed a
Performance Development route.
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Through this analysis process Council has noted the time that has elapsed since the Rural Areas and
Character Review was conducted and that it should re-engage with its rural communities regarding
this important issue.
3.5 Why a separate ‘Peri-Urban’ or similar zone?
Council considers ‘peri-urban’ to be a geographic or economic concept, and while Adelaide, like
all major cities, has a peri-urban area, it is not an appropriate name for a planning zone. While a
response might be “it’s only a name” the Commission needs to appreciate that a lot rides on a
name. People invariably consider a zone name as an indicator of the primary intent of that zone –
e.g. the current “Residential” and “Light Industry” zones give a clear indication of what land uses are
intended in that zone – and Council respectfully suggests that people would be somewhat confused
as to what land uses are intended within a “Peri-Urban” Zone.
Council was therefore pleased to note that the Commission's Update Report indicates that it will
consider a different name; however Council respectfully questions why a separate zone is required
in the first place. The concept raises a number of questions:






Why are parts only of The Barossa Council and Light Regional Council areas placed in a
different zone to the balance of those council areas?
Why should a different zone apply to a part of the Barossa wine region than what applies to
the McLaren Vale wine region?
Why does the Peri-Urban Zone or its alternative only apply to part only of the Barossa Valley
character preservation district?
Why is a different approach followed with the McLaren vale character preservation district?
Why is the same zone applied to the sensitive Mount Lofty Ranges Watershed as to some
portions of a character preservation district?

It is respectfully suggested that land use be addressed through the Rural Zone, that water quality
aspects be addressed through the relevant catchment Overlays and that character preservation
aspects be addressed through the Character Preservation District Overlay.
The Barossa Council has previously presented its suggested zone ‘mix’ to DPTI: a single Rural Zone to
apply to our primary production areas with one or more ‘targeted’ overlays – e.g. Character
Preservation District Overlay, Significant Landscape Protection Overlay and the Mount Lofty Ranges
Catchment overlays.
Our vision was that the Rural Zone would contain contemporary policies to encourage valueadding, diversification etc with the various overlays addressing character aspects such as built form,
siting, excavation and filling. It was envisaged any undesired land uses or outcomes could be
designated as Restricted Development by virtue of being within one of the overlays. At the time we
also envisaged various sub-zones might carry forward local policies such as the minimum dwelling lot
sizes discussed above however it is acknowledged the subsequent TNV approach may be an
appropriate tool in that regard.
The above approach is in accordance with outcomes from a DPTI sponsored working group a few
years ago which informed watershed-related policy changes to the Mount Barker District Council
Development Plan.
3.6 Residential densities in townships
Council is concerned with the significant policy shifts that facilitate reduced lot sizes and frontages in
several townships from 500 m2/12 m to 300 m2/9 m respectively will significantly alter existing
character and that resulting metropolitan scale development will be totally out of character with
the established Barossa village and township scale.
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Council was therefore relieved to read in the Commission's Update Report that the Commission will
review policies so that they better align with what is currently envisaged. Council acknowledges
that there may be areas within the larger townships for infill development and smaller lots; however
believes such change should only take place in consultation with each local community, not
through standardised metro-focussed policies applied to regional townships and to this end will
initiate a future review and Code Amendment process.
3.7 Concept plans
All concept plans for our council have been removed. The majority of these plans apply to specific
sites (e.g. Gods Hill Road, Lyndoch development area) or small precincts (e.g. Kroemers Crossing).
These plans together with accompanying policies at either zone, policy area or precinct level
provide clear direction to proponents and the relevant authority and in many cases were prepared
in response to community concerns or to achieve specific tailored outcomes for a defined locality.
Council is concerned that a handful of metropolitan Councils have been privileged to retain their
concept plans but the majority of Councils have seen theirs removed without explanation and most
likely without consideration of potential impacts by their removal. While Council acknowledges that
some of the existing concept plans are no longer relevant and can be removed, others remain valid
and should be transitioned.
3.8 Naming conventions
The Code applies a largely metro-focussed naming convention for zones with confusingly named
zones – e.g. residential focussed zones being referred to as ‘Neighbourhood’ zones.
Application of a ‘Suburban Neighbourhood Zone’ to townships is confusing in that they are not
suburbs of metropolitan Adelaide and have no correlation with urban form. The term ‘Rural
Settlement Zone” is also confusing in that there is no ‘urban settlement’. Consequently the Code
proposes a confusing 'mix' of names in some towns – e.g. one town in the Barossa contains both a
Township Main Street Zone and a Suburban Employment Zone.
A return to former naming conventions or a review of the new names is recommended to avoid
confusion.
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4. CODE ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

2.

Component/issue
GENERAL COMMENTS
Public notification of envisaged uses

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change

As written, most classes of development will require public
notification as land in the zone is adjacent land to land in a
different zone. The Update Report indicates the Commission
will review all notification tables including excluding from
notification uses that are envisaged in the zone (e.g. shop in
a centre zone) from notification, where the site of the
development is not located adjacent to a dwelling in a
neighbourhood zone.

Provide that all uses envisaged in a zone
do not require public notification, even
where adjacent to land in another zone

Inconsistent primary road frontage setbacks
in townships and with insufficient regard to
waste water treatment needs.

Setbacks from primary road frontage for sites not connected
to mains sewer need to allow installation of standard
wastewater systems. Typically 6.5 m is required for the tank
and prescribed setbacks; however the zones intended to
apply to rural townships each specify different setbacks:

Setbacks from primary road frontage to
be a minimum of 6.5 m in areas not
connected to mains sewer in order to
cater for waste control systems in front
yard

- General Neighbourhood Zone: 8 m on arterial road, 5 m
from any other road
- Suburban Neighbourhood Zone: 8 m
- Township Zone: 6 m
- Rural Settlement Zone: 8 m
3.

Aged care

Code seems overly focussed on 'retirement villages' with little
attention to 'aged care' such as nursing homes - e.g.
'retirement facility' is defined, but not aged care facility

Review definitions, policies and
assessment pathways for aged care
facilities

4.

Tourism accommodation

It is considered reasonable for typical bed and breakfast
operations in sensitive rural areas to require development
approval however it may unnecessarily restrict this activity in
townships. This especially the case if the current 'exemption'
for use of an existing dwelling (as per Building Advisory
Notice 04/16) is discontinued and in future offering a single
bedroom on a booking platform is a change of use which
requires development approval and public notification if
adjacent to land in another zone. This requires review.

Review if different assessment pathways
for tourist accommodation could apply
for small scale facilities in established
townships and urban areas from rural
areas.
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5.

6.

7.

Component/issue
What is considered 'rural' and 'urban'?

Commentary
Clarity is needed as to what is considered 'rural' and 'urban'.
For example, Rural Settlements are obviously regarded as
'urban area' in that the PAD Table 3 references Design in
Urban Areas policies, despite these being in rural
environments. Why does the Rural Living Zone pull up both
urban and rural for outbuildings?

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Clarify what is considered 'rural' and
'urban'

Design in Rural Areas is identical to the
Design in Urban Areas module

As written the module policies provided limited guidance for
rural type buildings such as farm and horticultural buildings.
Policies for outbuildings in rural living areas are also lacking
and confusing. On this basis it has not been possible to
provide useful commentary on the Design in Rural Areas
module. Given the anticipated broad application of that
module it is requested that the Commission re-engages with
all affected Councils on a revised module.

Re-engage with all affected Councils on
a revised Design in Rural Areas module

Precinct 10 Low Density has been transitioned in part with
inclusion in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and
application of a Lot Size Minimum TNV and Minimum
Frontage TNV that correspond with existing provisions;
however two storey development will be overtly
encouraged through the proposed 9 m and 2 storey TNVs
whereas currently 2 storey dwellings are only envisaged on
large allotments

Remove Building Height TNVs from
Precinct 10 Low Density

Transition existing residential policies
through a combination of Lot Size
Minimum TNV, Frontage Minimum TNV
and zone policies. Additionally consider
including all residential areas in
Nuriootpa, Angaston and Tanunda in
the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with
policies and TNVs aligning with existing
local policy.
Remove Building Height TNVs from
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and

KEY LOCAL POLICIES NOT TRANSITIONED
Building Height (Metres) and Building Height
(Storeys) TNVs applied to low density
precinct in Nuriootpa

8.

Residential policies in Nuriootpa, Angaston
and Tanunda

General Neighbourhood Zone and associated TNVs
represent a significant policy change - i.e. in Nuriootpa from
420 sqm/15 m frontage for detached dwelling to 300 sqm/9
m frontage, and in Angaston and Tanunda from 500 sqm/15
m frontage for detached dwelling to 300 sqm/9 m frontage

9.

9 m Building Height (Metres) and 2 storey
Building Height (Storeys) TNVs applied to

Although current lot size and frontage minimums have been
transitioned via TNVs, increased building heights are
facilitated
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Component/issue
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone where
single storey development is envisaged

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change
General Neighbourhood Zone where
they apply to The Barossa Council

10.

Residential policy area policies not
transitioned at Lyndoch, Williamstown and
Mount Pleasant

Residential Policy Area 7 prioritises residential development
including special allotment size and frontage policies. The
proposed changes increase the minimum frontage policies
from 12 m to 20 m. In order to maintain all existing policy the
policy area should be transitioned as a sub-zone.

Transition Residential Policy Area 7 into a
sub-zone within the Township Zone in
Lyndoch, Williamstown and Mount
Pleasant

11.

Zoning of Springwood/Gawler East
development area

The existing Residential (Gawler East) Zone and Concept
Plan Map Baro/15 - Gawler East have not been transitioned
with the General Neighbourhood Zone proposed instead.
The zone and concept plan apply to a small portion of the
larger Springwood development located in The Barossa
Council with the majority of the development area within
the Town of Gawler.

Include Springwood development area
in the Masterplanned Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone or Greenfield
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

The current policies relate to a masterplanned community
as opposed to a residential area in an established township
and in this context suggests that the Masterplanned
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone or Greenfield Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone would be a more appropriate fit for
the land. It is noted that the 'Masterplanned' zone is
proposed for other locations which are subject to the same
sort of envisaged growth and development at Gawler East
including portions of Mount Barker, Playford Alive, Buckland
Park, Virginia Grove and Blakes Crossing, and where a
diversity of housing choice, envisaged activity centres and
coordinated development of land under fragmented
ownership within a greenfield development context is
envisaged.
12.

Inclusion of 7 Belvidere Road Nuriootpa in
Employment Zone; Sturt Highway Service
Centre Policy Area not transitioned;
Concept Plan Map Baro/18 - Sturt Highway
Service Centre not transitioned; proposed
Building Height (Metres) TNV and Building

Inclusion in Employment Zone. Loss of recently approved
local policies; Inclusion in Limited Land Division Overlay limits
division for service centre concept. 22 m building height and
6 storey will adversely affect visual and landscape amenity.
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Remove 7 Belvidere Road Nuriootpa
from Employment Zone and include in a
sub-zone within the Rural Zone with
existing local policies transitioned across.

Component/issue
Height (Storeys) TNV; inclusion of land in
Limited Land Division Overlay

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Remove Limited Land Division Overlay,
Building Height (Metres) TNV and Building
Height (Storeys) TNV from land.

13.

Existing 25 ha minimum lot size for dwellings
in Primary Production (Barossa Valley
Region) Zone not transitioned

Confusing application of the Lot Size Minimum TNV (25 ha) in
that this TNV is for land division, not dwellings. Council
believes that the assessment pathway that best matches
the current process is for dwellings on undersized allotments
to be Restricted Development with the exception of
dwellings on smaller allotments as recommended by the
Rural Areas and Character Review - i.e. lots that are
between 0.4 ha and 2.5 ha or 25 ha or more in the case of
the Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone.

Remove the Lot Size Minimum TNV from
the area within the existing Primary
Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone
and replace with the new Minimum
Dwelling Lot Size Technical and Numeric
Variation Overlay with a value of
"between 0.4 and 2.5 ha and 25 ha or
more". List dwellings on allotments less
than the minimum allotment area
specified in the Minimum Dwelling Lot
Size TNV as Restricted Development.

14.

Precinct 4 Barossa Range policies and
associated 100 ha minimum lot size for
dwellings not transitioned

Council believes that the assessment pathway that best
matches the current process is for dwellings on undersized
allotments to be Restricted Development with the exception
of dwellings on smaller allotments as recommended by the
Rural Areas and Character Review - i.e. lots that are
between 0.4 ha and 10 ha or 100 ha or more in the case of
Precinct 4 Barossa Range.

Apply the new Minimum Dwelling Lot
Size Technical and Numeric Variation
Overlay with a value of "between 0.4
and 10 ha and 100 ha or above" to land
within the existing Precinct 4 Barossa
Range. List dwellings on allotments less
than the minimum allotment area
specified in the Minimum Dwelling Lot
Size TNV as Restricted Development.

15.

Precinct 6 Moculta policies and associated
60 ha minimum lot size for dwellings not
transitioned

Council believes that the assessment pathway that best
matches the current process is for dwellings on undersized
allotments to be Restricted Development with the exception
of dwellings on smaller allotments as recommended by the
Rural Areas and Character Review - i.e. lots that are
between 0.4 ha and 6 ha or 60 ha or more in the case of
Precinct 4 Barossa Range.

Apply the new Minimum Dwelling Lot
Size Technical and Numeric Variation
Overlay with a value of "between 0.4
and 6 ha and 60 ha or more" to land
within the existing Precinct 6 Moculta. List
dwellings on allotments less than the
minimum allotment area specified in the
Minimum Dwelling Lot Size TNV as
Restricted Development.

16.

Precinct 7 Paper Town policies and
associated 32 ha minimum lot size for
dwellings not transitioned for Cockatoo

Council believes that the assessment pathway that best
matches the current process is for dwellings on undersized
allotments to be Restricted Development.

Apply the new Minimum Dwelling Lot
Size Technical and Numeric Variation
Overlay with a value of "32 ha" to land
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Component/issue
Valley (Barossa). Angaston (Gravel Pit Road)
and Taunton

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change
within the existing Precinct 7 Paper Town.
List dwellings on allotments less than the
minimum allotment area specified in the
Minimum Dwelling Lot Size TNV as
Restricted Development.

17.

Existing 100 ha minimum lot size for dwellings
in current Rural Landscape Protection Zone
not transitioned

Council believes that the assessment pathway that best
matches the current process is for dwellings on undersized
allotments to be Restricted Development.

Apply the new Minimum Dwelling Lot
Size Technical and Numeric Variation
Overlay with a value of "100 ha" to land
within the existing Rural Landscape
Protection Zone (proposed Rural
Zone/Significant Landscape Protection
Overlay). List dwellings on allotments less
than the minimum allotment area
specified in the Minimum Dwelling Lot
Size TNV as Restricted Development.

18.

Table Baro/3 - Infill Dwelling Sites not
transitioned

This table lists allotments that are not subject to the minimum
lot size requirements. A number of allotments have been
built on and can be removed however removal of the table
is a significant policy shift.

Transition updated Table Baro/3 - Infill
Dwelling Sites as a TNV or other agreed
approach

19.

Precinct 8 Kalimna Road and Concept Plan
Map Baro/2 not transitioned. Inappropriate
Lot Size Minimum TNV applied to precinct

Change of lot sizes from 1000 sqm average to 500 sqm is a
significant policy shift which gives no recognition to the
various constraints applying to the area. Application of a
Frontage Minimum TNV is supported as currently no
minimum frontage applies.

Transition Precinct 8 Kalimna Road and
Concept Plan Map Baro/2 into Code.
Apply 1000 sqm Lot Size Minimum TNV to
land in the precinct

Policy direction provided in the concept plan is still valid, in
particular regarding access in several areas including
Kalimna Road.
20.

Historic Conservation Guidelines not
transitioned

Table Baro/2 - Historic Conservation Guidelines has not been
transitioned. These guidelines currently assist applicants and
assessing officers with new buildings, alterations, signage
and the like and have potential for statewide application.
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Transition Table Baro/2 - Historic
Conservation Guidelines as a table
within the Historic Area Overlay.

Component/issue
No Lot Size Minimum TNV applied to
Suburban Employment Zone at Lyndoch
and Williamstown

Commentary
Default 1200 sqm currently applies to the Light Industry Policy
Area 4 in the Township Zone. Removal of minimum could see
inappropriate smaller lots

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Apply Lot Size Minimum TNV (1200 sqm)
to the Suburban Employment Zone in
Lyndoch and Williamstown

22.

Minimum lot size in Precinct 31 Speck Road
not transitioned.

Current minimum lot size is 6 ha. Proposed Lot Size Minimum
TNV indicates 5 ha. Reducing to 5 ha increases potential
additional lot from 3 to 7. Retain existing policy.

Amend value of Lot Size Minimum TNV
applying to Precinct 31 Speck Road from
5 ha to 6 ha

23.

Lot Size Minimum TNV not applied to Light
Pass settlement

Acknowledged mapping inconsistency by Commission in
that a Lot Size Minimum TNV of 2500 sqm is intended to
apply. Request confirmation of this

Apply Lot Size Minimum TNV with a value
of 2500 sqm to the Settlement Zone at
Light Pass

24.

Lot Size Minimum TNV not applied to
Rosedale settlement

Acknowledged mapping inconsistency by Commission in
that a Lot Size Minimum TNV of 1200 sqm is intended to
apply. Request confirmation of this

Apply Lot Size Minimum TNV with a value
of 1200 sqm to the Settlement Zone at
Rosedale

25.

Lot Size Minimum reduced in Historic Area
Overlay at Lyndoch

A default 1200 sqm minimum lot size currently applies to land
within the Lynodch Residential Historic Character Policy Area
5 with a policy seeking to maintain the current allotment
pattern. The Lot Size Minimum applied to this land is 1000
sqm which could result in smaller lots which would be out of
character.

Amend Lot Size Minimum TNV of 1200
sqm to land covered by the Historic Area
Overlay at Lyndoch in order to maintain
existing policy

26.

Limited Land Division Overlay not applied to
Bethany and Krondorf settlements

Acknowledged mapping inconsistency by Commission in
that the Limited Land Division Overlay is to apply in order to
maintain current policy

Apply Limited Land Division Overlay to
the Settlement Zone at Bethany and
Krondorf

27.

Current Home Industry Zone lot size,
frontage and setback provisions not
transitioned at Nuriootpa and Tanunda

Current dwelling lot size (1200 sqm) and frontage (18 m) and
current land division sizes (1200-2000 sqm) not transitioned
with zone seeking 750 sqm or in accordance with existing
land division pattern, and 20 m frontage.

Apply Frontage Minimum TNV (18 m)
and Lot Size Minimum TNV (1200-2000
sqm) to Home Industry zoned land.

21.

Existing setback of 6.5 m has not been transitioned with
DTS/DPF 3.1 referring to existing setbacks or 6 m where no
dwelling located on adjoining site. This is inconsistent with
the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone which seeks 8 m and is
also insufficient in townships not connected to mains sewer.
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Amend setback from primary road
frontage to 6.5 m

28.

Component/issue
Zoning and policies for growth areas not
transitioned with an inconsistent approach
adopted

Commentary
Locally driven and tailored policy approaches are currently
applied to the four growth (development) areas in the
council area. At Mount Pleasant the growth area is in the
Township Zone and Deferred Urban Zone with two policy
areas applying to the relevant Township Zone; in Tanunda
East the land is included in the Residential Zone with a policy
area and precinct; in Lyndoch the land is included in the
Township Zone with a policy area; and at Gawler East a
special residential zone is in place. Each of these four areas
have associated concept plans to guide development.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Transition existing local policies including
concept plans for development areas at
Lyndoch, Tanunda East, Mount Pleasant
and Gawler East.

The Code amendment completely discards the local
policies prepared in consultation with the Lyndoch, Mount
Pleasant and Tanunda communities with no policy areas or
concept plans transitioned. While the underlying zonings at
Lyndoch and Mount Pleasant have been transitioned,
Tanunda East is to be split into two zones (Greenfield
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Deferred Urban Zone)
whereas Gawler East area has been included in the General
Neighbourhood Zone.
The proposed zoning arrangements will see higher density
development on the Tanunda township fringe within the
character preservation district than in the metro-edged
Gawler East development area where lower density
development is provided for. These arrangements appear
to be a reverse of what should apply.
More detailed discussion about the loss of local policy in
each area is provided elsewhere in the submission.
29.

Town Centre Policy Area 10 not transitioned
at Lyndoch, Williamstown and Mount
Pleasant

Town Centre Policy Area 10 currently directs retail and
commercial development to specific areas in Lyndoch,
Williamstown and Mount Pleasant, unlike in other smaller
townships where non-residential uses are anticipated to be
scattered through the township. Unlike the Light Industry
Policy Area 4 and Recreation Policy Area 6 which have
been transitioned into a zone, Town Centre Policy Area 10
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Transition Town Centre Policy Area 10
into Township Main Street Zone at
Lyndoch, Williamstown and Mount
Pleasant.

Component/issue

Commentary
has not been transitioned. A 1200 sqm minimum lot size
currently applies

Response/Solution/Suggested change

30.

Residential Lyndoch Policy Area 12 not
transitioned

The Lyndoch development area is currently in the Township
Zone with the Residential Lyndoch Road Policy Area 12
applying to the land. Local policies which acknowledge the
land's location within a character preservation district and
which seek an appropriate urban/rural character interface
including by requiring future housing to address the rural
area have not been transitioned. It is also noted that
although the existing lot size minimum (500 sqm) has been
transitioned (via a TNV), under the zone policies the
minimum frontage has been increased to 20 m (from 12 m)

Transition Residential Lyndoch Policy
Area 12 and Concept Plan Map Baro/17
- Lyndoch Fringe into a sub-zone within
the Township Zone

31.

Policy area and zoning for Tanunda East
development area not transitioned

The Tanunda East development area is currently in the
Residential Zone with the Menge Road Policy Area 11
applying to the land and Precinct 40 Illaparra Winery
applying to winery buildings and infrastructure in the middle
of the development area. Together the policy area and
precinct address interface issues with the existing winery and
adjacent railway, but importantly also seek an appropriate
urban/rural character interface including by requiring future
housing to address the rural area. The concept plan also
seeks to recognise and protect the current winery use until
such time the land is developed.

Remove the Tanunda East development
area from the Greenfield Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone and Deferred
Urban Zone and transition the existing
Menge Road Policy Area 11 and
Precinct 40 Illaparra Winery and
Concept Plan Map Baro/16 into a subzone within the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone

The Code discards the current zoning and local policies but
splits the area with the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone in the north and south and the Deferred Urban Zone
proposed for the winery site.
The Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone provides for
much higher density development than currently with no
minimum lot size, no minimum frontage, and building heights
of 3 levels and 12 m. This is considered inappropriate for a
township location in a character preservation district.
Transition of the existing policy area is sought. The proposed
change to zoning of the winery site is considered
unnecessary in that the existing policy area and precinct
The Barossa Council submission on the Phase 3 Code Amendment
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32.

Component/issue

Commentary
policies contain 'sunset' provisions for when the winery use is
removed, avoiding the need to undertake a further
rezoning. The Deferred Urban Zone would unnecessarily
complicate the long term development of the area.

Response/Solution/Suggested change

Mount Pleasant Policy Area 8 and Mixed Use
Policy Area 9 and Concept Plan Map
Baro/14 - Mount Pleasant not transitioned

The areas identified for development in mount Pleasant are
currently in the Township Zone or Deferred Urban Zone with
the Residential Mount Pleasant Policy Area 8 applying to the
majority of the Township Zone land and the Mixed Use Policy
Area 9 applying to a small portion of the Township Zone.
Concept Plan Map Baro/14 - Mount Pleasant accompanies
the policy areas.

Transition Mount Pleasant Policy Area 8
and Mixed Use Policy Area 9 and
Concept Plan Map Baro/14 - Mount
Pleasant into a sub-zone within the
Township Zone

Local policies which acknowledge the land's location within
a low density scale township have not been transitioned. It
is also noted that although the existing lot size minimum (500
sqm) has been transitioned (via a TNV), under the zone
policies the minimum frontage has been increased to 20 m
(from 15 m).
33.

Long standing local policies for wineries and
ancillary development not transitioned

For several decades wineries have been afforded special
status in the Barossa Valley region and other regions in order
to facilitate their establishment. Grape processing and wine
production is an industry and the special status has been to
separately refer to 'winery' in zone policies and noncomplying tables - e.g. listing winery as an exemption from
non-complying whereas 'industry' remains non-complying.
This approach has seen other forms of beverage production
such as a brewery and chocolate making continue to fall
under industry and typically being non-complying.
These policies included minimum activities (e.g. crushing,
maturation) that needed to be undertaken and minimum
criteria (e.g. 4 ha vineyard, 20,000 litre production) to be
satisfied in order to qualify for special status. These standards
aimed to restrict the potential for wineries with no
connection to a local region to establish. In a similar
manner cellar doors and restaurants were encouraged but
only in association with a winery. In the late 2000s Ministerial
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Transition existing winery policies into the
Rural Zone in particular. The following is
an example only with consideration of
waste treatment, proximity to
watercourses, proximity to sensitive uses
and the like also required:
"Winery established on an allotment with
at least 4 hectares of vineyard and
involving at least one of the following
activities:
(a) grape crushing
(b) fermenting of grape product
(c) wine maturation,
and may include any of the following as
accessory and subordinate activities:
(i) administration
(ii) bottling
(iii) packaging

Component/issue

Commentary
policy was introduced to relax policies in the Mount Lofty
Ranges Watershed to allow shops selling wine to establish on
a site with no winery.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
(iv) warehousing for the store of wine
(v) waste treatment, storage, reuse and
disposal."

The Code Amendment bundles winery in a new 'beverage
production' group and appears to favour only small scale
operations up to 250 sqm. Although the intent to relax
policies for breweries and the like is welcomed, the changes
means the long-standing special policies have not been
transitioned with the minimum activities and criteria
removed. Winery is once again treated as an industry and
the concern is that we may see more wineries, bottling
facilities, cellar doors and the like establishing with no
connection to place. The focus on small scale winery
facilities could also adversely impact on existing operations
including limits on expanding. Again, while relaxation of
policies is encouraged, the proposed changes appear to
have been made with no evident consideration of long
term impacts and should be deferred for further evaluation.

"Wineries processing grapes or grape
product exceeding the equivalent of a
500 tonne crush per annum that:
(a) do not store winery waste water in
holding tanks
(b) locate winery waste water treatment
equipment, effluent dams, buildings
containing wine-making activities or
buildings containing bottling activities no
closer than 300 metres to:
(i) tourist accommodation (except
where it is sited on the same allotment as
the winery)
(ii) residential development (except
where it is sited on the same allotment as
the winery)
(iii) a residential zone
(iv) a rural living zone
(v) a recreation zone."
"Beverage production development
provides that all structures involving
wine-making, wine storage, packaging
and bottling are housed within enclosed
buildings."

34.

Local policy regarding medium-density
residential development adjoining the
Nuriootpa Linear Park not transitioned

Local policy seeks medium-density residential development
on sites adjoining the Nuriootpa Linear Park to enhance the
southern entrance to Nuriootpa.

35.

Telecommunications facility height

In a number of zones local policy limits height of towers to 30
m. This has not been transitioned with towers of any height
transitioned as Performance Assessed Development.
Potential impacts on character.
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Transition local policies regarding
residential development adjacent to
Nuriootpa Linear Park in an agreed
manner
List "Telecommunications facility" as
Restricted Development with exclusion
"Except where it is 30 metres or less in
height" in all zones

Component/issue
Concept Plan Map Baro/1: District Town
Centre Zone not transitioned

Commentary
Concept Plan removed. Currency/validity of plan
questionable but should remain and be updated to reflect
recent developments such as the Co-op and Mitre 10.
Council will review the concept plan in due course to reflect
recent developments such as the Co-op and Mitre 10

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Transition Concept Plan Map Baro/1:
District Town Centre Zone into Code

37.

Concept Plan Map Baro/2 - Nuriootpa
Township not transitioned

Concept Plan not transitioned. Policy direction still valid, in
particular regarding access in several areas including
Kalimna Road; however various aspects require review to
reflect recent land divisions and current strategic directions
such as the future role of Tolley Road. In the meantime the
concept plan should be transitioned.

Transition Concept Plan Map Baro/2 Nuriootpa Township

38.

Concept Plan Map Baro/8 - Rural Living
(Cockatoo Valley) and accompanying
policies not transitioned

Concept Plan Map Baro/8 - Rural Living (Cockatoo Valley)
currently applies to portion of the existing Precinct 21
Cockatoo Valley within the Rural Living Zone with
accompanying policies which guide the timing and staging
of land division. These policies seek to restrict rural living
development until existing intensive animal keeping within
the concept plan area and mining activities on adjacent
land are discontinued. Development while these uses
remain could lead to future interface and amenity issues.
The policies should be transitioned.

Transition Concept Plan Map Baro/8 Rural Living (Cockatoo Valley) and
accompanying policies relating to
existing intensive animal keeping within
the concept plan area and mining
activities on adjacent land into a subzone within the Rural Living Zone

39.

Concept Plan Baro/9 - Industry (Barossa
Valley Region) Nuriootpa (Moppa Road
South) not transitioned

Concept Plan Baro/9 applies to an industrial site adjacent to
residential and primary production land and seeks to restrict
development to low impact uses and to suitably address
interface aspects. Retention of the concept plan and
associated policies is warranted.

Transition Precinct 1 Moppa Road South
Industry and Concept Plan Map Baro/9 Industry (Barossa Valley Region) into a
sub-zone within the Employment Zone

40.

Concept Plan Baro/10 - Kroemer Crossing
and associated policies not transitioned

Concept Plan Baro/10 - Kroemer Crossing and associated
policies facilitate non-primary production development (e.g.
dwellings, tourist facilities, commercial uses) in a cluster of
small allotments between Tanunda and Nuriootpa.

Transition Concept Plan Map Baro/10
and accompanying policies into a subzone within the Rural Zone

41.

Concept Plan Baro/11 - Light Industry and
Warehouse Area (Sturt Highway, Nuriootpa)
and associated policies not transitioned

Concept Plan Baro/11 - Light Industry and Warehouse Area
and associated policies apply to a site on the Sturt Highway,
guiding the ongoing use and development of light industrial,
warehouse and storage uses.

Transition Concept Plan Map Baro/11
and accompanying policies into a subzone within the Rural Zone

36.
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---------·-------Component/issue

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change

While a shop above 300 sqm is Restricted Development a
Restaurant of any size is Performance Assessed
Development

Transition existing 150 sqm cap on
Restaurant in Caravan and Tourist Park
Zone

Shop is transitioned to Performance Assessed Development
with no limit on floor area

Transition Shop as Restricted
Development with an exception for
Shops with a gross leasable floor area
less than or equal to 50 square metres

42.

ZONE COMMENTS
Caravan and Tourist Park Zone
Restaurant scale not limited

43.

Community Facilities Zone
Shop scale not limited

44.

Existing envisaged uses not transitioned

List of envisaged uses excludes a number of uses which are
currently listed and which would typically be located in this
zone - e.g. community centre, emergency services facility,
hospital, public administration office - but inserts 'shop' as an
envisaged use but without any corresponding direction as
to scale or form - potentially could allow a supermarket in
the zone

Transition all currently envisaged uses
and incorporate into DTS/DPF 1.1, delete
"Shop" from DTS/DPF 1.1

45.

Envisaged uses requiring public notification

Existing public notification policies not transitioned. In the
zone a number of envisaged uses fall under the "All other
Code Assessed Development" umbrella (i.e. they are not
specifically listed in Table 3) and therefore each will require
public notification

All envisaged uses to be exempt from
public notification

46.

Deferred Urban Zone
No envisaged uses listed

Existing Deferred Urban zone envisages broad-acre
cropping and grazing however the proposed zone lists no
uses as envisaged. Given that future rezoning and
development of land in this zone could be decades existing
use such as farming should be facilitated.

Transition existing policy by listing
Farming and Low intensity animal
husbandry under DTS/DPF 1.1

47.

Limited list of Restricted Developments

Desired Outcome 1 indicates "To safeguard land for future
urban growth" however activities that are likely to hinder
urban growth are not listed as Restricted - e.g. industry,
intensive horticulture. In fact only two developments are
listed as Restricted Development (Dwelling that results in
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Transition existing non-complying
development as Restricted
Development

Component/issue

48.

Employment Zone
Envisaged uses includes retailing

49.

General Neighbourhood Zone
Outbuilding size and assessment pathway

50.

Recreation Zone
Built form and character PO 2.1

51.

Public notification

52.

Resource Extraction Zone
Replacement dwellings are excluded from
Restricted Development with no
requirement to be ancillary to or in
association with mining operations or on the
same allotment as the associated mine.

Commentary
more than one dwelling on an allotment, and Land division)
which results in a large number of uses and developments
that could prejudice future orderly development being
established

Response/Solution/Suggested change

The Employment Zone lists classes of development generally
anticipated in this type of zone however Shop is also
envisaged which could be problematic.

Remove shop from DTS/DPF 1.1

Outbuildings exceeding 60 sqm would be Performance
Assessed Development and if adjacent to land in another
zone would require public notification - this seems excessive
and unfair in that a 200 sqm outbuilding in the middle of a
General Neighbourhood Zone would not require notification
but if on the edge of that zone it would

Review notification requirements for
outbuildings so that the floor area of
structures is the notification trigger, not
whether or not it is adjacent to another
zone

Is it intended that "buildings" includes light towers and
fencing on ovals and tennis, netball or other courts? Do
they warrant specific attention in the zone given they are
more likely to impact on adjacent land than other
buildings/structures? On the other hand is 50 m setback
excessive for fencing?
A large number of Recreation Zones are adjacent to
residential-type zones which means many developments
within the zone would be notified which seems onerous.

Consider including specific policy
regarding light towers and fencing for
ovals and tennis, netball or other courts

Code imposes more restrictive policies than current in that a
dwelling is currently merit if ancillary to and in association
with mining operations and where located on the same
allotment as the associated mine. The new zone provides
that a dwelling would be Restricted Development except if
a replacement dwelling.

Transition existing policies for new
dwellings (where one does not exist) and
strengthen replacement dwelling policy
to ensure connection with mining
operations

It is considered that a replacement dwelling should only be
supported if there is a connection with mining otherwise
there may be an incentive to overcapitalise. Existing
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Review public notification requirements
and only require notification of
developments likely to impact, such as
light towers, but not minor developments

Component/issue

53.

54.

Peri-Urban Zone
Peri-Urban Zone concept

Rural Zone
Dwellings and connection with farming or
other primary production and impacts on
adjacent uses

Commentary
policies for new dwellings should be transitioned and a
replacement dwelling proposal should need to demonstrate
a connection with existing or proposed mining operations.

Response/Solution/Suggested change

The proposal to include parts only of the Barossa in a PeriUrban Zone or similar is not supported, with the need for a
separate zone questioned. Application of the proposed
zone to only part of the Barossa Valley character
preservation district but not to no part of the McLaren Vale
character preservation district is inconsistent and illogical.
Land use should be addressed through the Rural Zone,
water quality aspects be addressed through the relevant
catchment Overlays and character preservation aspects
addressed through the Character Preservation District
Overlay

Include land in the Primary Production
(Barossa Valley Region) Zone and
Watershed Protection (Mount Lofty
Ranges) Zone in the Rural Zone, not the
Peri-Urban Zone

PO 5.1 refers to not compromising primary production but
this is not carried forward into DTS/DPF 5.1 meaning that
compliance with that DTS/DPF won't guarantee that existing
primary production is protected.

Replace PO 5.1 with "Dwellings are
ancillary to farming, other primary
production, value adding industries or
other development that is in keeping
with the provisions of the zone."

Curiously PO 5.2 refers to also not compromising value
adding industries but this is only relevant for a second
dwelling. A single dwelling on its own should also not
compromise primary production and value adding industries
and therefore this reference should be included in PO 5.1.
In both cases there is also a loss of existing SAPPL reference
to separation from existing intensive animal keeping
operations. Additionally Barossa has policy regarding
separation from winery operations which could be
transitioned to cover all forms of beverage production.
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In DTS/DPF 5.1 insert:
"(c) are located more than 500 metres
from an existing intensive animal
keeping operation unless used in
association with that activity.
(d) it is located more than 300 metres
from beverage production waste water
treatment equipment, effluent dams,
buildings containing beverage
production activities or buildings
containing bottling activities; unless it is
sited on the same allotment as and used

55.

Component/issue

Commentary

Use of “Residential development” term

The Rural Zone and Rural Horticulture Zone (and the
recommended-to-be-removed Peri-Urban Zone)all include
a policy that states "Residential development is designed
and sited so that it does not compromise primary
production, horticultural or other land use activities
supported by the Zone".
"Residential development" is defined in section 7(18) of the
Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act (for
Environment and Food Production Area purposes) and in
character preservation legislation as "…development
primarily for residential purposes … but does not include … a
dwelling for residential purposes on land used primarily for
primary production purposes". In practice this in interpreted
to mean that a 'farm house' on a farm within the EFPA or
character preservation district is not 'residential
development'.

56.

Vineyard signage assessment pathway

It is considered that use of this term in this policy could lead
to confusion where an application is for a dwelling on
'vacant' land used for primary production. This is likely given
that the subsequent policy in each of the zones uses the
term "Dwellings".
Transitioned as Deemed-to-Satisfy Development in Rural
Zone unless within the Character Preservation District
Overlay where all would be Performance Assessed
Development.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
in association with a beverage
production facility."
In the following instances delete
"Residential development is" and
replace with "Dwellings are":
Peri-Urban Zone PO 5.1
Rural Zone PO 5.1
Rural Zone PO 5.3
Rural Horticulture Zone PO 4.1

Explore potential for advertisements in
the form of vineyard signage to be
Deemed-to-Satisfy with accompanying
performance requirements and
standards.

Opportunity exists to reintroduce policies for vineyard
identification including a diagram of an appropriate sign
and for these to be DTS even within the CPDO.
57.

Public notification requirements

Farm buildings will require public notification where
adjacent to another zone which is considered unnecessary
and onerous.
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Revise notification requirements so that
envisaged uses such as agricultural
buildings are not notified

58.

Component/issue
Public notification of dwelling within
proximity to beverage production facilities

59.

Rural Living Zone
Precinct 32 Tanunda policies not
transitioned in whole

Commentary
Current Development Plan policy provides for Category 2
notification of dwellings located less than 300 metres from
winery waste water treatment equipment, effluent dams,
buildings containing wine-making activities or buildings
containing bottling activities; unless it is sited on the same
allotment as and used in association with a winery. This is
not transitioned in the Rural Zone (our preferred zone), with
the intent only for a detached dwelling to require
notification under certain (incomplete) circumstances and
where it is adjacent to land in a different zone. The intent of
the existing policy has merit and should be transitioned and
to apply to all beverage production facilities.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
In the Rural Zone, Public Notification
Table provide for a dwelling to be
notified where located less than 300
metres from winery waste water
treatment equipment, effluent dams,
buildings containing beverage
producing activities or buildings
containing bottling activities; unless it is
sited on the same allotment as and used
in association with a beverage
production facility.

Under Precinct 32 Tanunda within the Rural Living Zone
creation of additional allotments is non-complying unless for
the purpose of creating a linear reserve along the North
Para River. These policies have not been transitioned,
although the Limited Land Division Overlay has been
applied. The linear reserve outcome has significant merit
and should be transitioned.

Transition Precinct 32 Tanunda policies
via a sub-zone in the Rural Living Zone

60.

Policies regarding expansion of existing
recreation and accommodation facilities
not transitioned

Special policies relating to dormitory accommodation have
not been transitioned. These policies relate to an existing
facility which has impacted on local amenity over the years.
Community expectations are for that the existing limitations
will remain.

Transition policies regarding expansion of
recreation and accommodation
facilities in Rural Living Zone at Cockatoo
Valley including listing Dormitory
accommodation at Cockatoo Valley as
Restricted Development.

61.

Outbuilding size inadequate

Existing policies for outbuildings have not been transitioned
with the desired floor area reduced from between 135 and
200 sqm down to 100 sqm, total height increased to 5 m,
wall height increased to 4 m, and the number of
outbuildings increased to 2 outbuildings. Owners of rural
living allotments typically seek larger outbuildings to
accommodate specialised mowing equipment and the like
and the reduction in floor will likely result in more
applications undergoing performance assessment where
the assessment panel is the relevant authority.

In DTS/DPF 2.5 replace (b) with "have a
total floor area that does not exceed
100 m2 for allotments 1 hectare or less, or
200 m2 for allotments more than 1
hectare in area;"
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62.

63.

Component/issue

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change

Non-residential development

Suggest a Store (contractor depot or similar) be recognised
a potential land use

Expand PO 1.4 and 1.5 to include a Store
(contractor depot or similar)

Existing policies regarding setbacks of dwellings from winery
or industrial uses have not been transitioned. These policies
are particularly relevant in Barossa as each settlement in this
zone is adjacent to zones where wineries either currently
exist or are envisaged.

Transition into Code in an agreed
manner

Rural Settlement Zone
Policies regarding setbacks of dwellings from
winery or industrial uses have not been
transitioned

64.

Policies regarding outbuilding floor area in
settlements not transitioned

Existing policies for outbuildings have not been transitioned
with the desired floor area reduced from 100 sqm down to
60 sqm. The reduction in floor area will likely result in more
applications undergoing performance assessment where
the assessment panel is the relevant authority. As the
majority of lots in the Settlement Zone are adjacent to land
in another zone there will also be a likely increase in
applications requiring public notification.

Transition into Code in an agreed
manner

65.

Policies regarding development height in
settlements not transitioned

Existing policies restricting development to one storey in
height in Rosedale, Light Pass and Bethany have not been
transitioned with DTS/DPF 2.1 providing up to 2 building levels
and 9 m building height. Although the Historic Area Overlay
applying to Bethany refers to 'prevailing' attributes and
characteristics removal of the policy is a significant policy
shift with potential adverse impacts on character.

Transition into Code in an agreed
manner

66.

Policies for Bethany and Krondorf regarding
traditional land division pattern not
transitioned

Local policy for the Bethany and Krondorf settlements which
seeks to maintain the traditional Huffendorf pattern and size
of allotments has not been transitioned.

Transition into Code in an agreed
manner

67.

Public notification requirements

Public notification policies have not been transitioned. The
layout of the 4 villages in this zone sees most properties
being adjacent to land in another zone meaning that most
proposals would require notification which is considered
unnecessary and onerous.

Revise notification requirements so that
envisaged uses and small domestic
outbuildings and the like are not notified
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68.

Component/issue
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
Consulting rooms and offices

69.

Suburban Employment Zone
Envisaged uses omits anticipated uses but
include retailing

70.

Shop scale

71.

Policies allow retailing at a scale which will
impact on town centres

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change

Current Residential Zone - consulting room and office are
non-complying except where less than 50 sqm and where
the site does not front an arterial road. Code alters this to
200 sqm and seeks location on arterial road or adjacent a
Main Street or Activity Centre Zone. A location on a main
road has merit, but concern about the increase in floor
area.

Restrict consulting rooms to 50 sqm in the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

All envisaged uses in the Light Industry Policy Area 4 have
not been transitioned. Light industry and store are
transitioned into the Suburban Employment Zone DTS/DPF
1.1 but not service industry or warehouse. Note: 'service
industry' is not defined in the Code but 'Warehouse' is listed
in Table 3 which suggests it is envisaged? A broad range of
additional uses are also listed including Shop and Bulky
goods outlet. Concern over scale of retailing and potential
impacts on town centres

Include 'Service industry' and
'Warehouse' in DTS/DPF 1.1
Remove 'Bulky goods outlet' and 'Shop'
from DTS/DPF 1.1

'Shop has been transitioned to Performance Assessed
Development in the Suburban Employment Zone but also
listed as Restricted Development with three exceptions.
Currently a shop must be less than 80 sqm, ancillary to
industrial development and on the same allotment, whereas
under the Code any shop of up to 1000 sqm, any sized bulky
goods outlet and any sized shop ancillary to light industry is
Performance Assessed Development. This is a significant
watering down of restrictions on retailing outside town
centres

Transition existing limits on shops:

Existing policies in the Commercial Zone and Light Industry
Zone only provide for limited retailing: In the Commercial
Zone: other than for bulky goods, currently there is a cap of
150 sqm; In the Light Industry Zone: bulky goods is noncomplying with a cap of 80 sqm on shops with a
requirement for them to be ancillary to, and on same
allotment as light industry. The Suburban Employment Zone

Transition existing retailing policies from
Commercial Zone, Light Industry Zone
and Industry (Barossa Valley Region)
limiting such facilities to small scale and
only ancillary to industrial activities
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"Shop that:
(a) is ancillary to and in association with
industrial development
(b) is located on the same allotment
(c) has a gross leasable area of less than
80 square metres."

Restrict consulting rooms, offices and
shops to 150 sqm in Suburban

Component/issue

Commentary
provides for a standalone shop, with no connection to
industry or the like, up to 1000 sqm.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Employment Zone. List "Warehouse" in
DTS/DPF 1.1

Shop is listed as Restricted Development with exclusions for
shop of 500 sqm except for bulky goods outlet and
restaurant where no cap is listed. DTS/DPF 1.2 placing no
cap on restaurant and 250 sqm for other shops. Suggest no
cap on restaurant, shop of 500 sqm and all bulky goods
outlets to be Restricted Development

In Table 4 delete "; other than a bulky
goods outlet:" in exclusions column
associated with "Shop"

72.

Tourist Accommodation Zone
Shop scale in tourist zone

73.

Envisaged uses

Zone DTS/DPF 1.1 contains an expanded range of
envisaged uses with accommodation uses merged into
'tourist accommodation'; however 'entertainment, cultural
and exhibition facility' and 'nature or health retreat' have not
been included. Shop is now listed as envisaged which is
considered inappropriate.

In DTS/DPF 1.1 replace "Shop" with
"Restaurant" and add "entertainment,
cultural and exhibition facility" and
"nature or health retreat"

74.

Restricted Developments too narrow

All developments currently listed as non-complying have
been transitioned as Performance Assessed Development.
These activities are considered unsuitable in a tourist
focussed zone.

Transition existing non-complying uses In
the Tourist Accommodation Zone to
Restricted Development

75.

Township Zone
Retail policies for Town Centre Policy Area
10 not transitioned

Transitioned as Performance Assessed Development.
DTS/DPF 1.2 provides for 250 sqm which is contrary to current
policy and is a significant policy shift. Note: current policy
results from the Ministerial Existing Activity Centres Policy
Review DPA. Reinstatement of Town Centre Policy Area as a
Township Main Street Zone where shops larger than 250 sqm
are catered for.

Transition existing retailing policies for
Town Centre Policy Area 10 into the
Township Main Street Zone

In the absence of town centre policy areas in townships
increased potential exists for scattered non-residential
development. Under DTS/DPF 1.5 this scenario is more likely
and in reality the first non-residential use will set the
sequence for more with clusters being set up. Reinstatement
of policy areas in the larger townships (in the form of zones)
will help direct retailing etc to designated centres.
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Transition Town Centre Policy Area 10
into Township Main Street Zone at
Lyndoch, Williamstown and Mount
Pleasant.

76.

Potential for scattered non-residential
development

Component/issue

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change

77.

Restricted Developments too narrow

Most developments currently listed as non-complying have
been transitioned as Performance Assessed Development.
These activities are considered unsuitable in a township
area.

Transition existing non-complying uses to
Restricted Development. List Industry as
Restricted Development with Light
industry and Service industry as
exclusions

78.

Land use DTS/DPF 1.3 omits "storage"

DTS/DPF 1.3 includes "light industry, warehouse or store"
however therefore PO 1.3 omits reference to "storage"

In PO 1.3 delete "light industry and
warehousing " and replace with "light
industry, warehousing and storage"

79.

Township Main Street Zone
Restricted Developments in Township Main
Street Zone

"Industry" is the only listed Restricted Development type. The
Township Activity Centre Zone excludes "Light Industry" from
being Restricted Development which is reasonable
considering that light industry includes activities typically
found in regional town centres such as a bakery or dry
cleaner. This exclusion should be extended to the Township
Main Street Zone.

Exclude Light Industry from Restricted
Development

80.

OVERLAY COMMENTS
Character Preservation District Overlay
application, intent and potential role

The existing Character Preservation District Overlay has been
transitioned but expanded in both content and spatial
extent. The Overlay now include townships which were
curiously omitted previously despite being within a
character preservation district; however despite the
mapping now applying a 'value' indicating that land is
either "Township" or "Not in Township", there is no
corresponding policy distinction in the written Overlay
provisions. In this context it is noted that the Overlay policies
refer to "the Rural Area" - is that intended to be the "Not in
Township" areas?

Collaborate with Council on enhancing
the draft Overlay to achieve better
design outcomes and appropriate
assessment pathways.

The importance of getting this Overlay right cannot be
overstated. If written and applied inappropriately it has
potential to stymie development and unnecessarily delay
approvals - e.g. applying a different assessment pathway to
a carport in the centre of a residential area. If it is too
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Component/issue

Commentary
general in nature it will not assist in the assessment process
and just another process; but if thoughtfully and creatively
applied it could be used to facilitate character-appropriate
development by applying a less onerous assessment
pathway - e.g. vineyard signs constructed in accordance
with design standards that were in previous iterations of the
Development Plan could Deemed-to-Satisfy rather than
Performance Assessed Development requiring public
notification which is what is proposed under the Code. This
approach could arguably be applied to a range of minor
developments whereby owners benefit in a way by being in
the character preservation district through a more certain
pathway and the community benefits with better designed
development.

Response/Solution/Suggested change

Despite assurances of Council being closely involved in the
preparation of the State Planning Policy for the district and
the replacement Overlay, this did not occur with a limited
opportunity being given in respect to the Overlay late in the
Code transition process. Council welcomes the opportunity
to collaborate with the Commission on enhancing the draft
Overlay to achieve better design outcomes and
appropriate assessment pathways.
81.

Significant Landscape Protection Overlay
policies could align closer with Hills Face
Zone policies

The Significant Landscape Protection Overlay policies are
relatively weak compared to the Hills Face Zone which has a
similar intent. Opportunity exists to strengthen the overlay
policies to closer align with the HFZ, in particular relating to
built form, protection of native vegetation, protection of
skyline views, views from the Barossa valley floor and
adjacent ranges and the like

Strengthen policies in the Significant
Landscape Protection Overlay to closer
align with Hills Face Zone policies

82.

Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply
Catchment (Area 2) Overlay, Stormwater
DTS/DPF 3.5 only applies to dwelling
additions

This policy applies to additions with no corresponding policy
for new dwellings

In Stormwater DTS/DPF 3.5 delete
"Dwelling additions" and replace with
"Dwellings"
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GENERAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES COMMENTS
Advertising
83. Illumination of advertisements
(Advertisements DTS/DPF 5.2)

84.

Animal keeping and Horse Keeping
Site requirements for horse keeping and for
Fencing for animal keeping - potential to
incorporate into Code

DTS/DPF 5.2 is called up in all zones implying an intent for no
advertisement to be illuminated anywhere in the State. This
seems to be both unreasonable and unrealistic. Curiously
PO 5.2 anticipates some illumination provided it is not
"excessive" but DTs/DPF 5.2 says no illumination. There should
be some differentiation between bright internal and
subdued external illumination, between internal LED lighting
and external LED spotlights on the basis that discrete
spotlights would not be excessive and unlikely to create a
hazard, yet under the DTS/DPF requires detailed assessment.

Review whether intent of DTS/DPF 5.2 is
intended to prevent all illuminated
advertisements.

The Barossa Council Development Plan contains a policy
regarding site features for horse keeping and regarding
fencing for animal keeping. Council considers the policy has
merit for State wide application.

Include additional policy in Animal
Keeping and Horse Keeping General
policies:
"xx Stables and horse shelters should
have dimensions of at least 4 metres by 4
metres per horse and an accompanying
horse holding yard should of not less
than 50 square metres in area."
"xx Fences for animal keeping should:
(a) not detract from the appearance of
the locality
(b) consist of materials of new or sound
condition
(c) be of an open form to permit
appropriate surveillance."

85.

Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities
Visibility of roof mounted solar panels
No specific policies are provided to guide roof mounted
supporting structures
solar panels, including those on tilt frames.
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Include in Infrastructure and Renewable
Energy Facilities module or Design in
Urban Areas and Design in Rural Areas
modules relating to roof mounted solar
panels and tilt frames in all locations but
in particular in a Historic Area Overlay or
Character Area Overlay. Example
wording:

xx Roof mounted mechanical plant and
equipment, and their support structures,
should be located and screened such
that they are not visible from public
places.

86.

87.

88.

89.

Interface between Land Uses
Outcomes from PIRSA sponsored 'Buffers
Working Group' final report

Inadequate policies regarding impact of
sensitive uses on other uses

Land Division in Rural Areas
Battle-axe allotments in rural areas

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMENTS
Definitions
Industry definition allows shop
automatically?

Although the General Interface between Land Uses module
addresses many interface scenarios it is considered it does
not adequately address interface between primary
production uses - e.g. vineyards establishing adjacent to
cropping land. A PIRSA sponsored buffers review
undertaken in 2017 provides appropriate guidance relating
to assessment and buffers.

Incorporate relevant recommendations
from the Final Report of the PIRSA
sponsored buffers working group in 2017.

The policies in the Interface with Rural Activities section all
rightly seek protection for new sensitive receiver from other
activities but fail to recognise the potential impact that a
sensitive receiver can have on existing operation - e.g. a
vineyard (sensitive received) establishing adjacent to
cropping land

Review Interface with Rural Activities
policies to address sensitive receiver
impacts on other activities in addition to
impacts from other activities.

Battle-axe lots appear to be envisaged in rural areas
according to the Design in Rural Areas module with a
frontage of 3 m. It is noted that the Design in Rural Areas
module is identical to the Design in Urban Areas module
which is assumed to be a mistake; however Council requests
that such form of land division would be inappropriate in
rural areas.

The Design in Rural Areas module should
not facilitate creation of battle-axe
allotments.

The definition of "Industry" included a new addition from
existing to include "(eselling by retail of goods manufactured
on site provided the total floor area occupied for such sale
does not exceed 250 square metres". This assumes to

Remove item (e) from definition of
"Industry"
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90.

Service industry no longer defined

91.

Private Open Space definition

provide an automatic right to provide up to 250 sqm of retail
with no additional developemnt approval required.
Activities of this scale should undergo assessment rather
than be given assumed right to establish.
"Service industry" is no longer defined with one component
of the old definition (relating to sales) being merged into the
industry definition; however the service, repair and
restoration activities appear to have been lost all together.
"Private open space" is defined in Part 8 and specifically
excludes areas used for bin storage, laundry drying,
rainwater tanks, utilities, driveways and vehicle parking
areas. The exclusions should be extended to include areas
for utilities and power generation and storage - e.g. ground
based solar panels and battery storage facilities

Transition existing definition of "Service
industry" into Code

Expand the definition of "Private open
space" to exclude areas for utilities and
power generation and storage

5. SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Component/issue
ZONING AND OVERLAY ERRORS AND
ANOMALIES
Nuriootpa town centre split into two zones

Commentary

Response/Solution/Suggested change

District Town Centre Zone at Nuriootpa transitioned into two
zone with no obvious rationale for how dividing line was
determined, noting that the split bears no relationship to
Concept Plan Map Baro/1

Include all Nuriootpa town centre land in
Township Activity Centre Zone

2.

Angaston (Town Hall) placed in Community
Facilities Zone

Intriguing change in that this is the only Council owned
facility selected for special zoning treatment

3.

Angaston (former Council office and
adjacent land) placed in Community
Facilities Zone

Three privately owned properties (1 Fife Street, 3-7 Fife Street
and 12-14 Sturt Street) proposed to be included in
Community Facilities Zone. Residential use is not envisaged.

4.

Land covered by Historic Area Overlay at
Tanunda (Goat Square) placed in General
Neighbourhood Zone

General Neighbourhood Zone which for higher density
development is inappropriate for areas within a Historic Area
Overlay, in particular for historic Goat Square which is
proposed to be an island of General Neighbourhood Zone
surrounded by the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. Request

Include 8 Sturt Street Angaston (Town
Hall) in Township Main Street Zone not
Community Facilities Zone
Remove 1 Fife Street, 3-7 Fife Street and
12-14 Sturt Street from Community
Facilities Zone and include in Township
Main Street Zone
Include land covered by Historic Area
Overlay Baro10 (Goat Square, Tanunda)
in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
Remove Building Height (Metres) TNV
and Building Height (Storeys) TNV from

1.
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Component/issue

Commentary
confirmation of advice in the Commission's Update Report
that the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone will apply.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
the land covered by Historic Area
Overlay Baro2

Current policies speak against 2 storey development and
therefore application of 9 m/2 storey TNVs is considered
inappropriate
5.

Land covered by Historic Area Overlay at
Angaston placed in General
Neighbourhood Zone

General Neighbourhood Zone which provides for higher
density development is inappropriate for areas within a
Historic Area Overlay. Request confirmation of advice in
the Commission's Update Report that the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone will apply.

Include land covered by Historic Area
Overlay Baro2 (at Angaston) in the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

6.

Pockets of land covered by Historic Area
Overlay at Tanunda placed in General
Neighbourhood Zone

Historic Area aligns with existing Historic Conservation Area;
however General Neighbourhood Zone provides for higher
density development. Request confirmation of advice in the
Commission's Update Report that the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone will apply.

Include all land covered by Historic Area
Overlay Baro9 in (at Tanunda) in the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

7.

Hazards (Flooding) Overlay at Nuriootpa,
Tanunda, Stockwell and Mount Pleasant
based on outdated flood hazard mapping

Flood hazard mapping to be replaced with current
mapping used by Council for development assessment

Replace flood mapping with updated
mapping to be supplied by Council

8.

Land covered by Historic Area Overlay at
Lyndoch and portion of Historic Area
Overlay at Tanunda also included in
Character Area Overlay

Land covered by Historic Area Overlay at Lyndoch and
portion of Historic Area Overlay at Tanunda is also included
in the Character Area Overlay. Request confirmation of
advice in the Commission's Update Report that the
Character Area Overlay will not apply.

Remove Character Area Overlay from
land to be included in Historic Area
Overlay at Lyndoch and portion of area
at Tanunda

9.

Incorrect application of Lot Size Minimum
TNV to Rural Zone in Eden Valley, Springton,
Sandy Creek areas

Confusing application of 30 ha Lot Size Minimum TNV in that
there is no current minimum lot size given that additional lots
are not envisaged.

Remove Lot Size Minimum TNV from Rural
Zone in Eden Valley, Springton, Sandy
Creek areas

10.

Application of Limited Land Division Overlay
and Lot Size Minimum TNV to land in
Township within Character Preservation
District Overlay

Land in Moppa Road South, Peramangk Road, Old
Kapunda Road area in Nuriootpa, and 3241 Eden Valley
Road and Herriot Road in Mount Pleasant have been
included in the Limited Land Division Overlay. These areas
are within a Township within the Character Preservation
District Overlay and not affected by character preservation

Remove Limited Land Division Overlay
and Lot Size Minimum TNV from
indicated areas on Moppa Road South,
Peramangk Road and Old Kapunda
Road in Nuriootpa, and 3241 Eden Valley
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Component/issue

Commentary
legislation provisions which prohibit additional lots. Remove
Overlay from the relevant areas.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Road and Herriot Road in Mount
Pleasant

11.

Tanunda: 26-38 Basedow Road

Properties are currently entirely within the Residential Zone
and partly within the Tanunda Historic Character Area 2:
Precinct 11 Basedow Road. The Code split each property
into two zones with the General Neighbourhood Zone
applying to the rear of properties which is currently outside
policy area and the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
applying to the front portion. One potential issue is that GNZ
has a smaller lot size and frontage (300 sqm/9 m) than
current (500 sqm/15 m). While unlikely, the new zoning
arrangement could see the rear portions divided off?

Include entire allotments in Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone

12.

Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay - land
adjacent railway corridor not captured

The Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay has been applied
to land directly abutting Barossa Valley Way between
Nuriootpa and Tanunda; however the rail corridor separates
a number of properties from the road meaning they are not
included in the overlay

Apply the Major Urban Transport Routes
Overlay to allotments separated from
Barossa Valley Way by the rail corridor

In line with the intent of the overlay to guide referrals and set
policy for access etc it is considered the overlay should
apply to those properties

13.

14.

15.

SUGGESTED ADJUSTMENTS TO ZONES AND OVERLAYS
Limited Land Division Overlay not applied to The Limited Land Division Overlay should apply to the
Resource Extraction Zone
Resource Extraction Zone in order to maintain current policy.

Apply the Limited Land Division Overlay
to land in the Resource Extraction Zone

Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay
not applied to any land adjacent to the
Resource Extraction Zone

Apply Resource Extraction Protection
Area Overlay to all land adjacent to
Resource Extraction Zones

No apparent rationale for where this has been applied. It
has not been applied to any land adjacent to the Resource
Extraction Zone in our Council but has been applied to a
single area in Mid Murray Council which is currently zoned
Rural and where no buffer or anything similar applies. In
order to protect strategic resources from sensitive uses the
Overlay should apply to all land in the Resource Extraction
Zone.

Outcomes from Kalbeeba West Infill Study
Council's Kalbeeba Infill Study recommended a reduction in
not incorporated into Code as anticipated
the minimum lot size for the "Kalbeeba West' precinct
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Apply a 2500 sqm Lot Size Minimum TNV
and 30 m Frontage Minimum TNV to land

Component/issue

Commentary
together with other policy changes to facilitate and guide
infill development. Council initiated a Development Plan
Amendment but were instructed by DPTI to use the Code
transition process to implement the changes which
incidentally received strong local community support.
Unfortunately Council was not given the opportunity to
introduce these changes, and although all future land
division is proposed to be Performance Assessed
Development it sees benefit to use the current process to
introduce the changes to allotment size and frontages
proposed by the study.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
within existing Precinct 26 Kalbeeba
West

16.

Zoning of Moculta Recreation Park

Moculta Recreation Park currently in Township Zone, but
unlike the approach taken in Stockwell and other towns this
oval has not been included in the Recreation Policy Area.
Opportunity to include it in Recreation Zone?

Include Moculta Recreation Park in
Recreation Zone

17.

Inconsistent approach to zoning of ovals

Ovals in Lyndoch, Stockwell, Mount Pleasant and
Williamstown oval which are currently in Township Zone and
Recreation Policy Area 6 are proposed to be included in the
Recreation Zone. This is a logical transition; however ovals
(e.g. in Angaston and Tanunda) remain in a residential zone
(General Neighbourhood). Council's last Strategic Directions
Report recommended the current hotch-potch of zoning
approaches be addressed. The Code presents this
opportunity.

Transition ovals and recreation parks at
Angaston and Tanunda into the
Recreation Zone

18.

Small area in Elizabeth Street, Tanunda
placed in General Neighbourhood Zone

This an anomaly where an area wedged between an
existing Historic Conservation Area and the Tanunda Historic
Character Policy Area. The land currently has the same
Residential zoning as the balance of Tanunda (500 sqm etc)
but is proposed to be in the General Neighbourhood Zone
which provides for higher density development. The area will
also be an 'island' surrounded by the Historic Area Overlay.
It is suggested it be included in the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone to maintain current policy and to
recognise its location adjacent to a Historic Area Overlay.

Include 3-5, 7 and 9 Elizabeth Street in
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
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Component/issue
Privately owned land at Tanunda included
in Community Facilities Zone

Commentary
Includes privately owned land at 127 Menge Road, Tanunda
which owner has previously requested to be primary
production/rural.

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Remove 127 Menge Road from
Community Facilities Zone and include in
Rural Zone

20.

Private properties at Tanunda included in
Recreation Zone

Private properties at 1D, 1E, 2A Murray Street, Allot 442
Murray Street, 2A and 4 Maria St and Lot 476 Maria Street,
Tanunda are currently in the Recreation Zone. There is no
intention to acquire these properties for public recreation
purposes. Council's last Strategic Directions Report proposed
to address the issue via a DPA which was not commenced
due to the planning reforms. The Code transition provides an
opportunity to adjust these anomalies.

Remove 1D, 1E, 2A Murray Street, Allot
442 Murray Street, 2A and 4 Maria St and
Lot 476 Maria Street, Tanunda from
Recreation Zone and include in General
Neighbourhood Zone or Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone

21.

Inclusion of private land in Recreation Zone
at Mount Pleasant

The Recreation Policy Area 6 at Mount Pleasant includes
private land, either in whole or part. The policy area
boundary was determined by applying a simplistic 60 m line
from the River Torrens, presumably to address potential
flooding and water quality issues. The policy area has been
transitioned into the Recreation Zone.

Include 51, 53, 55, 57 and 59 Melrose
Street and Allot 1 Talunga Park Road in
the Township Main Street Zone; apply
appropriate building height TNVs

19.

It is considered that private land should not be in the
Recreation Zone unless there is a clear intent to acquire the
land for future public recreation use. Water quality and
flood hazard issues are adequately addressed through
Overlay or General policies and accordingly a review of the
zoning approach is justified. As the adjoining policy area is
Town Centre Policy Area 10, it is requested that the
allotments be included in the Township Main Street Zone (in
accordance with a separate submission request that the
Town Centre Policy Area 10 be transitioned into that zone).
22.

Zoning of Altona CSR Landcare Reserve and
adjacent land

Council's last Strategic Directions Report noted that the
Recreation Zone associated with the land care reserve at
Altona includes private land whether further investigations
needed to be undertaken to determine whether this zoning
is compatible with the intent of land care or whether
rezoning to a Conservation Zone would be more
appropriate. With the introduction of the Conservation Zone
it is considered to be an appropriate opportunity to change
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Transition land in Altona CSR Landcare
Reserve and adjacent land from
Recreation Zone to Conservation Zone

23.

Component/issue

Commentary
the zone to Conservation Zone; however any change to
what properties are to be included in the zone should be
considered in consultation with affected land owners.

Response/Solution/Suggested change

Zoning of existing rural living areas at Mount
Crawford and Cromer

Two areas within the Rural Living Zone and Watershed Policy
Area 3 have been transitioned into the Rural Zone and
Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 2) Overlay and
Limited Land Division Overlay among others. The current
policy intent is to prevent creation of additional allotments
and to limit dwelling potential, in recognition of the location
in the watershed. The proposed zoning and overlay mix will
maintain this intent and accordingly is supported. In this
context it is noted that inclusion of these areas in the Rural
Zone results in the areas being 'islands' surrounded by PeriUrban Zone which is considered an unusual approach
despite this land and surrounding land all being within the
watershed. As requested elsewhere in this submission,
replacement of the Peri-Urban Zone with the Rural Zone
would see all land in the rural parts of the watershed treated
the same.

Transitioning of land at Mount Crawford
and Cromer within the Rural Living Zone
and Watershed Policy Area 3 into the
Rural Zone is supported
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Paul Mickan <
>
Thursday, 26 March 2020 9:02 AM
'admin@saplanningcommission.sa.gov.au'
Victory, Tom (DPTI)
Phase 3 Code Amendment - additional comments on tourist accommodation
policies from The Barossa Council

The Barossa Council has noted that three points regarding tourist accommodation were unfortunately
omitted from our submission on the Phase 3 Code Amendment.
I appreciate they may not be able to added to our original submission, or treated as a late submission;
however I would appreciate the issues being addressed/responded to in some manner as we consider
them to be important:

4A

Component/issue
Tourist
Accommodation

4B

Tourist
Accommodation

4C

Tourist
Accommodation

Commentary
Direction is required regarding
the status of the 'directive'
regarding use of existing
dwellings for short term
accommodation (Building
Advisory Notice 04/16). Is the
intent for the current directive
regarding temporary use of
dwellings for tourist
accommodation not being a
change of use to be
maintained? If so, then it is
suggested that this is indicated in
Schedule 4 of the regulations. As
written the use of portion of a
dwelling to accommodate just
one tourist would be "tourist
accommodation" and in many
zones would default to
Performance Assessed
Development requiring public
notification
A consistent approach is
required regarding the
appropriate scale of tourist
accommodation. For example
the Rural Zone indicates 100
sqm, the Township Zone simply
refers to "small-scale" but the
Rural Living Zone provides no
direction, despite each of these
zones being likely recipients of
such proposals. It is
recommended that a common
measure be included and for
proposals up to that measure do
not require public notification.
The Code overturns the previous
approach of using the numbers
of guests to measure scale to
using floor area. In this regard
1

Response/Solution/Suggested change
Provide direction regarding use of
existing dwellings for short term tourist
accommodation and if necessary
implement regulation changes to avoid
doubt as to whether development
approval is required.

Implement a consistent approach
regarding the appropriate scale of
tourist accommodation in zones where
this is envisaged and most likely to
establish, and provide that proposals
that achieve the adopted scale do not
require public notification.

Review the approach to using floor
area as the determinant of scale for
tourist accommodation rather than the

the previous definition of 'motel'
being more than 5 guests was
often problematic where a 3
bedroom house with bedding for
6 people was used for short term
accommodation, with
applications typically being noncomplying. Omission of guest
numbers from the tourist
accommodation definition is
therefore supported; however
the use of floor area could
create unintended
consequences in that the
capacity of a facility is often
used to determine the size of
waste control systems. In other
words assessment of an
application for 6 guests is clear
whereas it would not be
unreasonable for 12 or more
guests to be in bunk beds in a
'100 sqm' facility.

existing approach of using guest
numbers.

Regards,
Paul
Paul Mickan
Principal Planner
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